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Fragmentation of the international forest regime-complex

Background and objectives
International forest-relevant policy has greatly evolved after the Rio summit in 1992. Today a large number of international agreements from a wide range of policy domains aim at influencing the ways in which the world’s forests are managed. This leads to a fragmented international forest regime-complex. Hence, the objectives of this project are:

- Multi-dimensional description of fragmentation
- Multi-disciplinary explanation of fragmentation
- Trans-disciplinary development of political options

Partner and Projects
The project is coordinated at the Chair of Forest- and Nature Conservation Policy in Göttingen and brings together the following researchers from Georg-August-University Göttingen and Albert-Ludwigs-University Freiburg:

- Prof. Max Krott; Chair of Forest- and Nature Conservation Policy, Göttingen (Speaker)
- Dr. Lukas Giessen; Chair of Forest- and Nature Conservation Policy, Göttingen (Coordinator)
  - Project: Fragmentation through bureaucratic politics
  - Project: Fragmented information from forest inventories and their political use
- Prof. Christoph Kleinn; Chair of Forest Inventory and Remote Sensing, Göttingen
  - Project: Fragmented information from forest inventories and their political use
- Prof. Peter-Tobias Stoll; Chair of International Economic and Environmental Law, Göttingen
  - Project: Fragmentation and deficits in the legitimacy of the international forest regime
- Dr. Georg Winkel; Institute of Forest- and Environmental Policy, Freiburg
  - Project: Discursive fragmentation of the international forest regime-complex

Information and Contact
Please do not hesitate to contact the Coordinator Dr. Lukas Giessen at Email: lgiesse@uni-goettingen.de